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AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL AND MULTI-STYLE TRAINING FOR ROBUST SMALL-FOOTPRINT KEYWORD SPOTTING WITH DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS Rohit Prabhavalkar1 , Raziel Alvarez1 , Carolina Parada1 , Preetum Nakkiran2∗ , Tara N. Sainath1 1



Google Inc., Mountain View, USA; 2 University of California, Berkeley, Department of EECS, USA {prabhavalkar, raziel, carolinap, tsainath}@google.com [email protected] ABSTRACT



We explore techniques to improve the robustness of small-footprint keyword spotting models based on deep neural networks (DNNs) in the presence of background noise and in far-field conditions. We find that system performance can be improved significantly, with relative improvements up to 75% in far-field conditions, by employing a combination of multi-style training and a proposed novel formulation of automatic gain control (AGC) that estimates the levels of both speech and background noise. Further, we find that these techniques allow us to achieve competitive performance, even when applied to DNNs with an order of magnitude fewer parameters than our baseline. Index Terms— keyword spotting, automatic gain control, multi-style training, small-footprint models 1. INTRODUCTION With the proliferation of mobile devices, speech-enabled technologies are becoming increasingly widespread. Services such as Google voice search [1] and conversational assistants such as Google Now, Apple’s Siri and Microsoft’s Cortana prominently feature speech technologies as a means of interacting with and controlling devices. Improving speech interfaces in these systems is critical to ensure their widespread adoption. In the present work, we consider the problem of developing a keyword spotting (KWS) system that can run on mobile devices and respond appropriately when a user utters a specific keyword [2]. Due to resource constraints imposed by mobile devices, the proposed KWS system must have a small memory and CPU footprint, while simultaneously providing high performance in terms of false alarm (FA) and false reject (FR) rates. Further, since the system is likely to be used in various situations (e.g., while driving, in a crowded restaurant, etc.) we require that the system perform well in a variety of conditions. Traditional approaches to KWS rely on the use of large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems (e.g., [3, 4]). In these systems, the task of KWS is reduced to searching for keywords in utterances that have already been recognized and indexed by the LVCSR system, and as such are unfeasible for on-device KWS due to memory and power constraints. Examples of alternative approaches to KWS, which avoid a full Viterbi decoding of the audio, include dynamic time warping (DTW) on phone posteriorgrams [5], training large-margin classifiers [6, 7] and point process models [8]. In previous work, we presented a KWS system [2] based on deep neural networks (DNNs) trained to identify word targets. This ∗ This
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of DNN-based KWS system proposed in [2]. method was shown to significantly outperform a baseline keywordfiller system. This system is appealing for our task because it can be implemented very efficiently to run in real-time on devices, and memory and power consumption can be easily adjusted by changing the number of parameters in the DNN. Although the proposed system works extremely well in clean conditions, performance degrades significantly when speech is corrupted by noise, or when the distance between the speaker and the microphone increases (i.e., in far-field conditions). In the present work, we explore techniques to improve system robustness in these two conditions. In order to improve robustness to background noise, we explore the use of multi-style training, i.e., creating training instances by artificially adding in noise to simulate expected evaluation conditions, which has been shown to result in large improvements while recognizing noisy speech [9, 10, 11]. To improve performance in far-field conditions, we develop a novel formulation of automatic gain control (AGC) [12, 13, 14] that attempts to selectively boost signal levels based on estimating whether the signal contains speech or not. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the details of the proposed DNN-based KWS system as described in [2]. In Section 2.2, we present details of our proposed AGC approach. We describe our experimental setup in Section 3, and evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed system in Sections 4 and 5 where we demonstrate that the combination of AGC and multistyle training improves false reject rates by up to 75%, relative, in noisy far-field conditions. We also consider the effectiveness of these techniques when applied to a DNN system with an order of magnitude fewer parameters than the system presented in [2], where we find that using a combination of multi-style training and AGC allow us to obtain competitive performance with extremely small models. We conclude with a discussion of our findings in Section 6. 2. DNN-BASED KEYWORD SPOTTING SYSTEM Our KWS system is an extension of our previous work [2], a block diagram of which is shown in Figure 1. Conceptually, our system consists of three components: (i) a feature extraction module which extracts acoustic features which are input to a neural network, (ii) a DNN, which computes posterior probabilities of the individual



words in the keyword phrase, and (iii) a posterior handling module which combines the individual frame-level posterior scores into a single score corresponding to the keyword. Feature extraction and DNN topology are described in Section 3 where we describe our experimental setup; the posterior handling module in described below. 2.1. Detecting Keywords using DNN Posteriors In order to detect keywords in the incoming speech at run time, we run our keyword detection algorithm repeatedly over sliding windows of length Ts of the input speech. We denote x = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xTs } as one such input window over the utterance, consisting of individual frames xt ∈ Rn (in our experiments, these correspond to log-mel-filterbank energies, stacked together with adjacent left and right context frames). We assume that the keyword to be detected, w, consists of M words, w = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wM }. For each frame, t, in the input speech, we denote the posterior probability of the k-th word in the keyword by yt (wk ). We compute smoothed posterior values, st (wi ), by averaging the posteriors over the previous L frames, which in [2] are then used to define the keyword score, b h(x, w), as follows: st (wi ) =
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(1) The chief advantage of the keyword score in Equation 1 is its simplicity: the score can be computed in Θ(M T ) time, and has been shown to achieve good KWS performance [2]. However, this score does not account for the relative order in which the keyword targets ‘fire’. Therefore, in the present work, we define an alternative keyword score, h(x, w), as the largest product of the smoothed posteriors in the input sliding window, subject to the constraint that the individual words ‘fire’ in the same order as specified in the keyword, " h(x, w) =
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Although the keyword score in Equation 2 contains additional constraints, it can still be computed in Θ(M T ) time using dynamic programming. In pilot experiments, we found that imposing the ordering constraint in Equation 2 significantly reduces FAs relative to the keyword score in Equation 1. All results in this work are therefore reported using the keyword score in Equation 2. 2.2. Automatic Gain Control In order to improve the KWS system’s performance in far-field conditions, where the input signal is attenuated because of distance, we propose to use automatic gain control (AGC) to normalize the signal level. The core assumption in traditional AGC systems is that the signal to be boosted is present most of the time in the incoming audio [12]. In our application, this tends to be the opposite: most of the incoming audio does not contain speech, and thus it is undesirable to boost it. This necessitates a more dynamic AGC (cf., [15]). In order to distinguish portions of the sound signal corresponding to input speech, we estimate two probabilistic classes which model peak levels of the time-domain audio samples: the signal, S, corresponding to input speech, and the non-signal floor, B, corresponding to background where no speech is present. This allows us to selectively gain up only those speech samples that are likely to contain speech, without boosting background noise. Our approach



is similar, in spirit, to previous work (e.g., [13, 14]), except that our AGC implementation is designed to have a small footprint, introduce minimal latency and be efficient in terms of its power consumption. 2.2.1. A Generative Model of Peak Signal Levels We process the input time-domain signal by segmenting it into 100 ms non-overlapping chunks of audio samples. We then compute the peak signal level, l, of the audio samples in each of these chunks, where 0 ≤ l ≤ 1. The peak-level of audio chunks is modeled as being generated from a mixture of two Gaussians: corresponding to speech lS ∼ N (µS , σS ) and non-speech background lB ∼ N (µB , σB ), with µS > µB .1 Using relatively long non-overlapping chunks allows us to assume that individual peak chunk-levels are independent. Peak levels are used instead of softer norms (mean, RMS, etc.) because we desire an indicator of the strength of the dominant source in the chunk (e.g., 90ms of quiet speech and 10ms of loud speech should still be identified as containing loud speech). 2.2.2. Parameter Estimation We estimate the unknown model parameters: the means (µS , µB ) and standard deviations (σS , σB ) using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (specifically, “hard”-EM), with modifications for efficient real-time updates: 1. Given current model estimates, we classify a new signal level, l, as either S or B, using the simplified maximum-likelihood hypothesis testing rule described in Section 2.2.3. 2. Once the chunk has been classified as either S or B, we update model parameters for the corresponding class. For GMMs, this requires the computation of sample means and variances for each class. To do this efficiently, in real-time, without using additional memory, we recursively compute “moving averages” of the sample means and variances.2 2.2.3. Maximum-Likelihood Hypothesis Testing Rule In order to classify the measured peak signal level, l, we compute the likelihood ratio, R, to compare likelihoods of it belonging to the two classes, namely speech or background noise:   p(l|S) σB −0.5 R= (3) = exp p(l|B) σS zS2 − zB2 where, zS and zB are z-scores, zS =



l − µS σS



zB =



l − µB σB



(4)



Thus, R > 1 ⇐⇒ zS2 − zB2 < −2 ln( σσSB ). We make the further simplifying approximation that σS ≈ σB , so that, our final classification rule can be written as:3 ( S, if zS2 < zB2 classification(l) = (5) B, otherwise 1 The mixture component weights are both assumed to be 0.5, and are not learned in our model.  2 (µ ← κ l + (1 − κ )µ) and σ 2 ← κσ (l − µ)2 + (1 − κσ )σ 2 , µ µ with κµ = 0.5, and κσ = 0.33 in our experiments, determined by tuning on the development set. 3 This is reasonable because we expect the signal and noise variances to be of roughly the same order, and in fact our ‘decay’ logic weakly enforces S ) allows for this (see Section 2.2.4). Avoiding the computation of ln( σ σB significantly reduced power consumption when running on the device.



The gain is applied to scale up the input samples smoothly across chunks (we do not attenuate the signal), while ensuring that no clipping occurs.



approximately 100K speech utterances from our anonymized voicesearch logs (dev-voicesearch) to use as an additional development set; we select the system threshold to correspond to 1 FA per hour of speech on this set.7 We further collected two types of additional noisy data to represent two common use-cases for our proposed system: cafeteria noise, consisting mostly of background speech, occasionally mixed in with some music, and car noise collected in various conditions (e.g., window cracked open, radio playing, airconditioner on, etc.). The collected noise sources were partitioned into separate training/development and evaluation portions. We created noisy training and evaluation sets by artificially adding in car and cafeteria noise at various SNRs. Noisy training data was created by adding a random snippet of car or cafeteria noise to training set utterances at an SNR randomly sampled between [5dB, +10dB]. In addition to a clean evaluation set, consisting of the utterances containing a given keyword and the set of ‘negative’ utterances, we also created noisy versions of the clean evaluation set by adding in car noise at -5dB (car -5db), and cafeteria noise at +5dB (cafe 5db), respectively. Since the most common far-field use case for our application is one in which the user is driving, we created far-field versions of the clean and car -5db evaluations sets by simulating a distance of 100 cm between the speaker and microphone (clean 100cm, car -5db 100cm, respectively).



3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP



4. EXPERIMENTS I: IMPACT OF MULTI-STYLE TRAINING AND AGC



2.2.4. Model Decay and Gain Strategy We ‘decay’ model estimates, to mediate certain undesirable effects of incorrect classification: if either σS or σB (denoted by σX in Equation 6, below) becomes too concentrated, new chunks will likely not be classified into that class, and the model will not adapt. Therefore, we slowly increase the variance of both models with each iteration, to model growth of uncertainty over time.4 2 2 2 if (σX < τ 2 ) then σX ← σX +



2 σS2 + σB 2δ



(6)



If a chunk is classified as S, and if we are confident in our estimates, i.e., if the signal and noise models are well-separated (µS − µB > σS + σB ), then we gain the input signal in order to normalize the signal level; however, if the signal and noise estimates are not well-separated, then we use a conservative gain strategy,5 ( θ , if µS − µB > σS + σB gain = µS +σS θ0 (7) , otherwise min(µS +σS ,µB +σB )



Our DNN systems are standard feed-forward, fully connected neural networks, with three hidden layers and a softmax output layer. The softmax output layer contains one output target for each of the words in the keyword phrase to be detected, plus a single additional output target which represents all frames that do not belong to any of the words in the keyword (denoted as ‘filler’ in Figure 1). We determine (word) labels for each input acoustic frame of the training utterances by performing a forced-alignment using a large LVCSR system [16]. We use rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions for the hidden layers [17]. The input to the DNN consists of log-mel-filterbank energies (computed over 25ms of speech, with a 10ms frame-shift), stacked together with left and right context frames. Since each additional frame of right context adds an additional 10ms of latency to the system, we use a larger number of left contextual frames than right contextual frames. Our acoustic feature extraction module and the DNN runtime engine are both implemented using fixed-point arithmetic in order to minimize power consumption [18]. The network weights and biases are trained to optimize a cross-entropy criterion using distributed asynchronous gradient descent [19]. 3.1. Datasets In order to validate the proposed approach, we selected fourteen phrases6 and collected about 10K–15K utterances containing each of these phrases. We also collected a much larger set of approximately 396K utterances which do not contain any of the keywords and are thus used as ‘negative’ training data. The utterances were then randomly split into training, development, and evaluation sets in the ratio of 80:5:15, respectively. We also collected a much larger set of 4 In our experiments, we set δ = 16, and τ = 0.5 ∗ (max signal level) in Equation 6, determined by tuning on the development set. 5 We set θ = 0.8 and θ 0 = 0.1 in our experiments, determined by tuning on a development set. 6 The keyword phrases are: ‘answer call’, ‘decline call’, ‘email guests’, ‘fast forward’, ‘next playlist’, ‘next song’, ‘next track’, ‘pause music’, ‘pause this’, ‘play music’, ‘set clock’, ‘set time’, ‘start timer’, and ‘take note’.



Our first set of experiments is aimed at determining the impact of multi-style training and AGC on system performance. Following [2], our DNN baseline system (baseline) consists of 3 hidden layers of 128 nodes each. The input to the net consists of 40 dimensional logmel-filterbank energies with 30 frames of left-context and 10 frames of right-context. We run the keyword detection algorithm over sliding windows of 100 frames (Ts = 100), with posteriors smoothed over 30 frames (L = 30). We compare performance of the baseline system against (i) a system trained with multi-style training (MS), (ii) with AGC turned on during evaluation (AGC) or (iii) both (MS+AGC). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves comparing the systems are presented in Figure 2. We present results at the operating point of 1 false alarm (FA) per hour on the dev-voicesearch set in Table 1. Since average FA rates are consistently low across all of our systems and evaluation sets, ranging from 0.03%–0.10%, we only report false reject (FR) rates in Table 1. As can be seen in the table, performance degrades significantly on the noisy and far-field sets, relative to the clean set. The use of multi-style training significantly improves performance over the baseline system on the noisy sets, with relative improvements of 11.1% (car) and 27.3% (cafe) in FR rates, although it does not produce gains on the far-field sets. Using AGC alone, produces large gains (approximately 75% relative) in FR rates of both far-field datasets, but produces worse performance in the noisy evaluation sets with significant degradation on cafe 5db. We hypothesize that this is the result of errors in the AGC’s modeling of speech and background levels. We note, however, that removing this probabilistic model of speech and background results in a much larger performance degradation.8 Using a combination of AGC and multi-style 7 At this operating point, our baseline system in Section 4 achieves 1 FA per 25.6 hours of music and 1 FA per 45.7 hours of background noise. 8 We compared our AGC implementation, to one in which there was no probabilistic modeling of speech and background: each 100ms chunk was smoothly gained towards θl , where l is the peak chunk-level. At an operating point of 1 FA per hour on the dev-voicesearch set, the alternative AGC
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(b) Results on cafe 5db
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Fig. 2: ROC curves comparing performance of the baseline system (baseline) against a system that employs multi-style training (MS), or AGC during evaluation (AGC) or both (MS+AGC), for three of the evaluation sets: clean, cafe 5db and car -5db 100cm. ROC curves are plotted by averaging performance over all of the keywords for each evaluation set. Curves closer to the origin are better. training, improves performance over using AGC alone, achieving large gains in clean and far-field conditions ranging from 22.2%– 78.1%, relative, albeit some performance degradation in noisy sets. However, this difference is not significant (p ≥ 0.07)9 due to the variance in FR rates for this set across the fourteen keywords. Overall, using a combination of multi-style training and AGC allows for the best combination of performance averaged over all evaluation sets. In particular, we note that performance of the MS+AGC system does not change dramatically across all of the sets, unlike the baseline where performance varied significantly across all of the evaluation conditions.



in each of the three hidden layers (64 instead of 128), so that the system has about 40K parameters (baseline-40k). In Table 2, we report performance of the KWS systems averaged across all of the keyword phrases, corresponding to an operating point of 1 FA per hour on the dev-voicesearch set. We report performance of the baseline system (baseline-40k), a system trained with multi-style training (baseline-40k+MS), and a system with both multi-style training and AGC (baseline-40k+MS+AGC). Since average FA rates across all systems and evaluation sets are similar, ranging from 0.03%–0.10%, we only report FR rates. System
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baseline-40k +MS+AGC
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baseline



MS



AGC



MS+AGC



clean car -5dB cafe 5db



6.34% 8.85% 11.24%



6.48% 7.87%† 8.83%†



5.56% 12.41% 22.02%†



4.93%† 9.79% 16.04%



clean car -5dB cafe 5db



9.58% 13.41% 16.61%



10.06% 12.39%† 14.12%†



8.12%† 16.76% 25.25%†



clean 100cm car -5db 100cm average



46.36% 47.00% 23.96%



46.61% 46.97% 23.35%



10.72%† 11.97%† 12.54%



10.98%† 10.31%† 10.41%



clean 100cm car -5db 100cm average



56.01% 56.78% 30.48%



56.62% 57.12% 30.06%



16.60%† 16.78%† 16.70%



Table 1: FR rates averaged across all keyword phrases, corresponding to an operating point of 1 FA per hour on the dev-voicesearch set. († ) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in FR rates, relative to the baseline system. 5. EXPERIMENTS II: REDUCING MODEL SIZE In order to satisfy memory constraints of mobile devices, our DNN models need to be small; generally speaking, CPU usage and thus power consumption are directly proportional to the number of parameters. In our second set of experiments, we examine how model performance varies as a function of model size. In particular, we are interested in determining whether we can achieve competitive performance while reducing model size by an order of magnitude. We reduce the number of model parameters in the system, relative to the baseline presented in Section 4, by using fewer melfilterbanks (15 instead of 40), reducing left and right context frames (25 and 5, instead of 30 and 10, respectively), and using fewer nodes performed well on clean sets (e.g., 10.6% FR @ 0.1% FA on clean), but it performed significantly worse than our “speech-aware” AGC system (AGC) on noisy datasets, in terms of both FR and FA (e.g., 18.9% FR @ 1.1% FA on car -5db and 33.5% FR @ 0.3% FA on cafe 5db). 9 We use a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for all significance testing in this work.



Table 2: FR rates averaged across all keyword phrases, corresponding to an operating point of 1 FA per hour on the dev-voicesearch set. († ) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in FR rates, relative to the baseline-40k system. As seen in Table 2, although performance of the 40K parameter baseline is worse than the 240K parameter baseline, trends are similar as before: performance improves significantly with multi-style training and AGC. In particular, multi-style training alone results in significant improvements on the two noisy sets, with relative improvements of 7.6% (car) and 15.0% (cafe) in FR rates. Similarly, the combination of multi-style training and AGC obtains large gains in FR rates in the far-field condition (approximately 70% relative), albeit a significant degradation in the noisy sets. 6. CONCLUSIONS We examined techniques to improve the robustness of our previously proposed system for small-footprint KWS [2], where we found that the use of multi-style training, coupled with a novel “speech-aware” AGC formulation allowed us to significantly improve KWS performance in noisy, far-field conditions. Using both techniques, we found that we were able to train a system with 6x fewer parameters than our baseline, that outperformed a much larger baseline without these techniques, and was only about 1.6x worse in terms of FR rates than the larger baseline with these techniques applied.
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